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Kate’s Corner

WHEN YOUR HORSES FIND
YOU—Part IV—
Spark in the Dark
The search was on to find a horse upon
whom I could take my C2 and C3 ratings,
event, take to Pony Club Rallys and other
competitions. This time we were really
looking, I tried
several horses
and was approached by
several members of the
Royal River
Pony CLub
about leasing
or buying their
mount as they
were heading off to college or onto a new
horse themselves. I took countless lessons,
with multiple trainers, on multiple horses. I
rode so much that summer! My mom was
back in the saddle enjoying Spoofer in the
warm weather, and I was busy going
through the rol-a-dex at the barn calling
folks to see if they were coming out to ride
that day. It was a time in my riding career
when I learned a TON!
Many of you know I grew up riding in Maine,
specifically a small town called New
Gloucester. The farm my trainer owned was
Meadow Lane Stables (aptly named because
of its commanding presence on about 300
acres covering
rolling hills on ...
yep.... you
guessed it...
Meadow
Lane). It was
home to close to
50 horses I think;
between the 2
barns and multiple turn-out
sheds, known in

Florida as "Pasture Board". We hosted
Pony Club meetings, clinics, shows, and
horse trials. In our little town there were
a few other folks who had horses and
would also come in to train or just ride on
the property. One of those people was a
neighbor named Mary Rich, and she had a
horse, he was 1/2 Appaloosa and 1/2 POA
and his name was Spark In The Dark.

He was about 14.3hh and probably around
8 or 9 when she got him. He was sooooo
cute, and he had this TROT. He had the
trot of a 17 hand warmblood, the kind
that tosses you out of the saddle and NO
ONE can sit. He was smart, too smart in
fact. He could jump... just about anything.... when he felt like it. Somehow, one
day, I ended up hopping on Sparky. It was
clear, this was my next horse. But... he
wasn't really for sale.
Mary was kind enough to let me ride him
as often as I wanted. I would tack him up
at her barn and ride him the mile down
the road to Meadow Lane, and then ride
him back to her place. She also gave me
permission to trailer him off property to
school cross country and to do a hunter
pace. I will never forget overhearing a
trainer telling my mom "I don't think it is
in your best interest to get Kate another
pony at this stage in her career". UM
HELLLO?!?!? He was 14.3 and so, technically NOT a pony.
After much discussion about what to do,
and having many discussions with Mary
about parting with her dear Sparky, my
mom and I sat on my bed and called
her. This is when we started price negotiation. It is MUCH easier to do this with
someone else's money, but I knew our
limit and think the final offer was about
$275 shy of that. Mary said into the
phone "Kate, you have yourself a pony".
No, for the first time in my life I HAD A

HORSE!
So, with my sights on a C2 rating we
set off. Along the way we did all the
fun stuff. If there was one thing
Sparky was good at was having
fun. We could canter for days and
do flying changes across the diagonal, we could nail a shoulder in, and I
was not only learning to sit his trot,
but also his killer lengthening. Boy
was it fun! We accomplished a lot in
a short period of time, passing our
C2, multiple dressage shows, and
horse trials along with the normal
fun a kid has with her horse.
One of our highest accomplishments
was Qualifying for Pony Club Nationals in Lexington KY. We had a sponsor and it looked like we were on our
way! When reality set in, of the toll
the trip from Maine to Kentucky set
in, when we talked about the trailer
ride, the heat, and the stress on
sweet
Spark In
the
Dark.... I
opted to
decline.
To clarify,
Sparky
was ANYTHING but an easy horse... fun yes...
easy... not so much. Here are a few
examples of Sparky asserting his independence and teaching me how to
be a better rider. There was the
horse trial at Snowfields where we
lessoned about once a week, and he
decided that the ditch was not in his
Continued on page 5

It didn’t take very long before I figured out that Rex was a
“sensitive flower”. I have heard that chestnuts tend to be
more sensitive overall. Add in white legs and you are destined for trouble.

By Shantel Brooks

old and I was starting him back under saddle after 7
months off due to a broken splint. You see, the majority of
the time that I would really notice the head shaking was
when he was being worked. Looking back, I now realize
that I saw him exhibiting the signs while out in the pasture
Thanks to Rex, I know quite a bit more about things I never
as well, even as far back as when I first got him at 21
really cared to know about. Habronema aka summer sores.
months. But without putting all of the pieces together, anySarcoids. OCD lesions. Broken splints. And last but not
one would think he was just being a normal horse. Horses
least, head shaking syndrome.
DO shake their heads, be it due to bugs or just showing
some sass. And horses DO rub and blow their noses.
The other issues were fairly easy to diagnose and treat. Be
As I mentioned, I didn’t really see the head shaking as a
it with surgery, rest, or topical creams. But head shaking
true issue until he was cleared by the vet to go back to
syndrome is a tricky thing – not just diagnosing it but treatwork. He was started back at the beginning of December
ing/managing it.
and things were going great until about February the following year. At first, it was just a few little “tics” with a
Let’s take a look at the signs.
quick jerk of his nose towards his chest, as if a bug just
flew into his nose. It would only be the first few minutes of
Mandatory symptom: tic
a ride and then he would start to blow his nose and
Vertical up and down (flicking or bobbing) movement of the
worked out of it. It seemed as if he needed to clear his
nose and/or head and neck. Movement is usually acute,
nasal passage prior to really working so I started lungeing
violent, intermittent and involuntary." Acting like a bee flew
him prior to getting on. This seemed to work for a little
up nose" (most frequently reported
while but I started to notice that he
description of headshaking synwould flick his head in the trot and candrome). More rarely, movement may
ter and then would start to trot or canbe horizontal, head slinging or twistter faster and faster all while blowing
ing.
his nose and flinging his head even
more. I also noticed that he always had
Most frequent concurrent symptoms:
clear discharge from his nose and eyes
Rubbing ears/nose/lips on legs or
and he seemed to blink his eyes freobjects. This may be frantic
quently, which again, led me to think
and excessive to the point of
this was all allergy related. Over the
losing facial hair
next couple of months, the symptoms
Sneezing/snorting
were becoming stronger and more frePeriodicity
quent. Now he wasn’t just doing it on
Anxiety
the lunge or at the beginning of the
A head shaking tic while workride, but for the whole ride. Then it was
Less frequent concurrent symptoms:
ing under saddle
more violent in nature and eventually he
Eye tearing, blinking, edema
started doing a vertical head fling as
Nasal discharge
well.
At
times,
he
would be throwing his head around so
Sunlight sensitivity
much
that
it
would
throw me off balance, which made ridHypersensitive to touch and stimuli
ing
productively
very
difficult.
Distracted, distant stare
Most owners, like myself, start with the usual excuses.
“He’s just really sensitive to bugs.” “He has allergies.” “He
just needs to learn patience.” “He is due to have his teeth
floated.” “My saddle probably needs to be adjusted.”
For me, it was easy to blame it on allergies, being sensitive,
and needing patience. He was a 4 year old warmblood gelding who was being started under saddle. I already knew he
was sensitive to bugs and he only seemed to do it in the
spring and fall while exhibiting clear nasal and eye discharge. Closed case, right?
Unfortunately, no.

Naturally, I started down the list of usual culprits. He sees
a dentist every 6-8 months and had just been seen 3
months before. He has a semi custom saddle that is
checked by a saddle fitter whenever needed (which can be
often for a young, growing horse). I had him looked at by
my holistic vet to see if he needed to be adjusted chiropractically – negative. I tried riding in a halter, different
bits, flash, no flash, lungeing with saddle, no saddle, using
a surcingle, riding in the morning, mid day, dusk, even under lights. The only thing that I could find to be a common
factor was that he only did it while he was at home, being
ridden in my grass pasture. Maybe the pollen from the
grass or the bugs really was the cause?

I did not really notice the problem until he was 4.5 years
Continued on page 3

Continued from page 2

By this time, summer was rolling in and the symptoms pretty much stopped. We would have the occasional tic while
riding but nothing major. Then fall came around and slowly
the symptoms came back. Not as violently as in the spring
but they were there. The seasonality of it all really made
me think this was an allergy issue so that is what I started
to treat.
Given his history of having sarcoids and summer sores, I
felt that his immune system needed some help. I started
giving him spiriulina (blue green algae) and olive leaf powder, both of which have both been known to boost the immune system using a holistic approach. His symptoms did
not drastically improve but also did not worsen. A few
months later, winter was here yet again and the head shaking had stopped. I stopped the herbs for the time being and
over the next few months, we had no head shaking signs at
all.
As the following spring came around, in full force thanks to
all of the rain, the head shaking came back with a vengeance. I started him back on the herbs but he was getting
worse and worse. Finally, my one saving grace, which was
the fact that he only did it while at home, was gone. He
started having a horrible episode while off property during a
lesson. The trigger for this episode was the fact that it was
spitting rain and the rain hitting his nose and face seemed
to be the trigger. When the rain would stop, so would the
tics.
Two days later we were at our first show of the year and he
started to have tics when it started to lightly rain during
warm up. It was slowly becoming apparent that this was
not just an allergy issue.
Even still, I was not willing to accept that my horse was a
head shaker. I had read about head shakers. There are
times when it becomes so
bad that it is career ending
because the horse cannot be
ridden. And yes, it can be so
bad that the only answer left
is euthanasia.

I decided to continue with my holistic approach in trying to
treat the head shaking before having more costly tests and
treatments done. The most common supplements/
treatments that have seemed to help are the following:
Flax seed
Magnesium (specifically MagRestore from Performance
Equine USA or Quiessence)
MSM (10,000-20,000mg daily)
Spiriulina
UV fly masks if photosensitivity is a trigger
Nose nets to use while riding
Ear bonnets
Acupuncture
Chiropractic treatment
Melatonin
Cyproheptadine - most effective for light sensitive
horses Dexamethasone Pulse Therapy
Homeopathic Therapy
I already had him on flax, magnesium, msm, and spiriulina.
My holistic vet was determined to find a cause and after
not finding any issues with his teeth, TMJ, chiropractically
sound, and no improvement with acupuncture, she even
went as far as to try to address any issues with cranialsacral therapy. Unfortunately, none of this helped either.
There is one theory that the issue is an overly sensitive/
reactive trigeminal nerve which causes tingling, burning,
itching, and even electric-like sensations in the nose and
muzzle. Many horses seem to find relief by rubbing/
touching their noses/muzzles to objects, such as other
horses, their own legs, fence posts, and even the ground.
This got me thinking... I just thought Rex was silly because
he absolutely loves to put his nose in front of the leaf
blower when I am cleaning the aisle. He also loves to have
the sides of his muzzle patted very hard. Maybe his issue
was a trigeminal nerve that was over firing. I tried nose
nets and a flash as having something in contact with the
nose seems to help some horses. I saw inconclusive results
doing this. I even went as far as to rub magnesium oil on
his nose to see if it would help calm any nerves and again,
no real answer.
After trying everything I could
without having to have a vet intervene, I scheduled an appointment at Equine Medical Center of
Ocala to have an endoscopy and
cranial xray done to see if there
was a physical issue causing all
of this. While we were there, I
went ahead and had a full lameness work up performed just to
rule out any discomfort that may
be manifesting itself as head
shaking.

I started to research head
shaking syndrome more
thoroughly and found quite a
few websites related to head
shaking. I discovered there
were many studies done to
try to figure out exactly what
is the cause and how to
treat it. Unfortunately, there
isn’t just one given treatEar Bonnet
The “good” news was that all of the tests were
ment as there are many triggers for head
perfect. His guttural pouches were perfect, no blockages in
shaking and what works for one horse does not work for
his nasal passage, TMJ was fine, no sinus issues, and he
another.

Continued on page 4
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was 100% sound in the lameness evaluation. Great news
but still frustrating, as I did not have an answer.
The vet I saw for the head shaking there did not feel that
Rex was a “classic head shaker” though all of the literature
that I had read from the leading vets in the county state
that there really is no
“classic head shaker” as
there are so many triggers.
The next least invasive
treatment would be prescription allergy medicine. I
purchase a tub of Tri-Hist to
see if that improved any of
his symptoms.
After going through the
whole tub and having marginal results, I was at the
point of needing to make
the decision on what to try
next.

that she too was almost asleep after giving them their doses.
I did not ride Rex for the week that he was being given his
remedy. He was off of it for 4 days prior to our first ride
after starting it. We were off property and it started to
lightly rain. He did have some minor tics in the beginning
but once the rain stopped, so did the tics. Since then, he
has not had a single tic during any time that I have observed him. It has now been 3.5 months with no signs
of the head shaking.
Of course, by the time all of this had happened, summer had appeared yet again, even though it was unusually late in the year before we started to get true
summer weather. But here we are, the dead of summer, and no head shaking. The true test will be in the
fall and the following spring. It is too early to tell if the
homeopathic remedy is truly working or it was just
perfect timing. All I do know is that my horse has not
been head shaking and we both find our time together, especially under saddle, much more enjoyable.

I have been in contact with
a woman from California
who has a very bad head
shaker. After watching the videos of her horse, he makes
Rex look like he is perfect. Her gelding has been a part of a
study at UC Davis with no real answers. She has used all of
the prescription treatments with some having a positive
result but only for a year to having zero results. As a last
resort, she found a website posted by a woman in Germany, where she has had success in treating some head
shakers using a homeopathic remedy called Colocynthis. Thus far, this remedy has given her gelding the
most relief over the longest period of time. I decided
to give it a go as I have used homeopathics myself and
also on my mare, Layla. I have several friends who are
very well versed in homeopathy as well. After conversing with friends and my holistic vet and reviewing the
indications in the Materia Medica (the homeopathic
“bible”), I decided why not? Especially when a small
bottle was less than $8.00!
I was instructed to give Rex one dose of the colocynthis a day at the 30c strength (this indicates how diluted it is which will dictate how often it can be given) for
7 days straight. If I noticed any of the symptoms becoming worse, I was to stop immediately.
At this point, I was game for anything. After his first
dose, he was eager for me to give him the remedy
each day. I figured it was due to the remedy being soaked
into little sugar pellets. But after the second dose, I noticed
that he was so relaxed he looked sedated an hour after giving it to him. In a non-related issue, I was also giving my
mare, Layla, a different homeopathic remedy, and noticed

Shantel Brooks is the VP for NFDA. She rides and
competes at the schooling shows.

USDF

Log on to e-Trak to learn about position, seat, nutrition, sports psychology...everything and anything equine and dressage.
The best part—IT’S FREE!
http://www.usdf.org/e-trak/login/login.asp
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So, it was clear that Sparky was a super
star 365 days a year in the Dressage
ring, but had a hot/cold kind of outlook
on the jumping portion. When he was
on he was ON, and when he was off. ,
well then it was time to pack it up and
go home. That was frustrating for
me. As a kid, and a competitor, there
was no telling what you were gonna get,
so every ride you had to bring your A
game. One of the best things about

Sparky was that he was safe, and it
seemed that over the smaller jumps he
was unstoppable. So, after some tough
talks it was decided that Sparky was
better suited to teach younger riders
and maybe jump 2'6" instead of 3'6".
The best part of this whole story is that
there was a family with 3 girls looking
for
this
exact

horse. We had known them for several
years and Sparky was going to be a perfect fit for their oldest, and then middle,
and then youngest daughter. We started with a lease to make sure everything
was going to work out and it
did....seamlessly. Sparky became a Flaherty for life! I loved watching him with
their middle daughter Aiden especial-

ly. She has just as much personality as
he did and when he would try a trick or
two she would be right there with him
and work through it.
Sparky took care of his family of Flahertys until he moved home to live out his
days on their own small
farm. However, it was clear that as he
aged something was not quite right. His
vision was not the same, and it was determined he had moon blindness. Sparky's riding days were over,
but he was loved and pampered until he
was laid to rest on their farm where he
had enjoyed a perfect retirement.
Sparky taught me a lot. He taught me
to always bring the A game, never to
take even the ditch for granted, YOU
CAN SIT A BIG TROT, relish in the victories, and that somedays you just have
to pack it up and go home. In essence,
he taught me about dressage; that
spotted "pony" knew more than we
gave him credit for.
See you on the Centerline!
~Kate

Kate’s Corner

game plan for that day and refused 3
times and sent us packing. I should clarify, that Snowfields was where we
PASSED our C2 jumped that exact ditch
about 300 times, and where, we trailered in the following day and he jumped
the ditch the first time no hesitation. Ha
ha right? See you later blue ribbon. Also, there was the time we trailered about 2 hours to a place called
Summerfield Farm. We were entered in
several jumping classes to prepare for
our next rating. It was a cold, rainy day
and Sparky decided that he was not going to jump. Not going to jump ANYTHING. NOTHING. NOT ONE
JUMP. Well, not one jump in the show
ring that is, he jumped everything in the
warm-up flawlessly. When my mom
started to try to negotiate with him verbally, like a child, I think we realized it
was time to go home.

Volunteer Points—as of June, 2013 Show
Name

2013
Points

Name

2013
Points

Lake, Sarah

19

Rodehaver, Jack

4

Johnson, Kate

15

Savage, Marge

4

Beardsley, Lisa

14

Stockdale, Annie

4

Davis, Nan (Annie)

14

Andra, Karin

3

Rodney, Heather

Argus, Kara

3

14

Petzold, Kristen

3

Velasco, Michelle

13

Belcher, Carolyn

2

Ambergy, Steve & Jill

11

Cox, Ermolene

2

Brooks, Shantel

11

Gandia, Shaun

2

MacMahon, Brian

10

Katz, Lisa

2

Ellmaker, Carol

9

Martin, Terry

2

Yankee, Elizabeth

9

McKenzie, Lay

2

Heise, Melissa (pts to Hailey)

8

McNally, Debbie

2

Kirkpatrick, Anna

8

Ruth, Taylor

2

Morris, Jill

Stage, Melanie

2

8

Sterling, Amy

2

Spurgeon, Libby (pts to Cassidy)

8

Wilson, Kimberly

2

Turner, Barbara

8

Baumgartner, Rachel

1

Gould, Beth

6

Cook, Kathee

1

Merritt, Emily

6

Cox, Denise

1

O'Brien, Mary

6

Cramer, Christine

1

Hayes, Sarah

5

Dennis, Linda

1

Maletz, Barbara

Eby, Laken

1

5

Elder, Pat

1

Taylor-Kirk, Gwen

5

Grafe, Birgite

1

Wadsworth, Lynnette

5

Johnson, Laina

1

Grimm, Hannah

4

Moore, Martha

1

Hagin, Amber

4

Rojek, Dinah

1

Points are awarded based on volunteer time given during functions of NFDA (i.e. schooling shows, DOTFC,
etc.). Any questions, please contact Sarah Lake at slake@marksgrey.com

http://enter-at-a.com/
NEW website with great training exercises and
advice from trainers, both near and far!

We need YOU!
Nominations are now being accepted for the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary (Recording)
Treasurer
Board Member at Large (2 open positions)
Bring your talent and time to NFDA! We are a great group and are made
stronger by the leadership qualities each one of us possess!
Nominations are due by September 15th. Let a fellow member know YOU

want to be nominated! After nomination, please forward a summary of
your experience and skills to sec@nfladressage.org (due by September 15).
Ballots will be created and forwarded in the October newsletter for voting.
The installation of the new board will commence at the
end of the year awards ceremony.
Please consult the by-laws of NFDA, found here
http://www.nfladressage.com/club-bylaws.html
for definitions of each position and requirements of the board.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to any current board members.

NOMINATIONS accepted ONLINE this year—go to
http://www.nfladressage.com/board-membernominations.html

NFDA is pleased to announce the NEW “Judge
My Ride” page! Brian MacMahon, USDF Bronze,
Silver and Gold Medalist, and “L” Graduate, with
Distinction will be sharing his expertise with a
lucky rider EVERY month!

Send Your
Photo/Video
You can submit your photo for critique, or you can send your photo with
a link to a video.
Include a short bio/explanation of your
horse and your ride/video.
Please email to
MacMahonDressage@gmail.com
Photo/Video submission deadline is the 20th of each month for inclusion in the
following month’s newsletter.

Hodges Badge Company

send in a picture for your chance to win $2500

http://cdn.yourzoom.com/hb/pdf/2014catalogcontest.pdf

Postmarked by October 1, 2013

Fall Series 2013
Closing Date for September 21st show
is September 7th

http://www.nfladressage.org/schooling-show-prizelist.html

Leases

AD DEADLINE: Payment
and/or order must be received
by 25th of preceding month.
QUESTIONS: Heather Rodney (904) 294-2563 cell
or rprincess73@yahoo.com.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
NFDA members: First
50 words free (email to
Rprincess73@yahoo.com
by 25th). Additional words at 5
cents per
word. Payment must accompany
order for ads over 50 words.
Non-members: 5 cents
per word. Payment must accompany order.
Note: Classified ads run for
2 months (see months listed in
brackets at the end of your ad).
To renew, notify us by email to
rprincess73@yahoo.com by the
25th of the preceding month
(e.g.,
Jan 25 for Feb issue).
DISPLAY AD RATES:
Two sizes only
Business card size (3.5"x2"):
$10 / month. $120 for 12 issues
Full page: $45 / month or
annual rate $450 prepaid
Check must accompany
order
Ads must be submitted in
electronic format to rprincess73@yahoo.com
SPONSOR ADS: Businesses that offer NFDA members a
10% discount get a free business-card size ad. Ad must be
submitted in electronic format,
and contain the words "10%
Discount for NFDA Members.”
MAIL CHECKS TO:
Heather Rodney, NFDA Ads,
1005 Palmer Street, Green Cove
Springs, FL 32043. Make
checks payable to NFDA.

Classifieds

NFDA ADVERTISING RULES and
RATES

FOR LEASE: 11 year old German
WB, cross registered as American
Warmblood who qualifies also for
Canadian Sporthorse registration.
Steel gray, 17.1 hands. He has
an excellent work ethic and impeccable ground manners. At the
present time, owner simply fails to
find the time that he needs and
deserves. It has been about a
year since he was in serious training, and at that time he was
schooling second level. Classically trained, he is a pleasure to ride
and holds a ton of potential to find
and experience. He is a large
horse in his prime who can be a
bit fractious, so he needs an intermediate rider or above. Please
contact Elaine at 216-990-0745
(cell) in Beverly Hills, Florida.
[NOV, 2013]

September 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sat

7
NFDA Fall Series I
ENTRIES DUE

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

14
21
NFDA Fall Series I
Clay County Ag Center

22

23

29

30

24

25

26

27

28

October 2013
Sun

6

Mon

7

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

REGIONALS—Conyers, GA

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

REGIONALS

2013 O FFICERS

PRESIDENT:
Kate Johnson
VICE PRESIDENT:
Shantel Brooks
TREASURER:
Carol Ellmaker
SECRETARY:
Heather Rodney
Board Members:
Anna Kirkpatrick
Barbara Turner
Carolyn Belcher
Michelle Velasco
Lisa Beardsley
Lynnette Wadsworth
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1005 Palmer Street
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